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a b s t r a c t
Convolutional neural networks have been signiﬁcantly improving common object detection performances
for a long time. However, targets across frames are independently detected in an image sequence, and
object detection methods in multiple frames are generally divided into two main stages: object detection
in every single frame and feature map association across frames. In this paper, a multi-frame detection
framework is proposed to directly detect small impurities in opaque glass bottles with liquor. Speciﬁcally,
a convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples simultaneously detects and correlates
proposals, and then links them selectively to obtain robust detection results under challenging illuminations. Besides, memory costs of patch pairs become extremely large compared with those of patches, thus
a sequential training procedure is introduced to relax hardware requirements. Extensive experiments on
impurity datasets demonstrate superior performances of multi-frame detection frameworks with convolutional neural networks than traditional single-frame models.

1. Introduction
Impurity detection and classiﬁcation in transparent bottles
may have already been solved using traditional machine learning
methods, and most researchers focus on studying shapes and
motions of impurities since backgrounds are relatively visually
static. However, to the best of our knowledge, no researches about
impurity detection and classiﬁcation in opaque glass bottles have
been published, and performances in our engineering work only
based on motions and shapes of impurities have already been
proved ineffective because backgrounds in opaque glass bottles are
much more dynamic and complex.
Different from impurity detection in transparent bottles, impurities can not be observed outside the bottle wall, and a camera
is directly put down into the bottle and samples images above the
liquid level, so one of the special characteristics of opaque bottles
in our task is that decorative patterns are carved on bottle bottoms.
Consequently, considering the locations of cameras and characteristics of bottles themselves, impurity detection performances in an
opaque glass bottle depend on several inﬂuence factors including
non-uniform light exposures of the bottle bottom, bottom fragment
motions of the carved pattern, impurity-background discriminative
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feature extractions and impurity detection methods. Speciﬁcally,
non-uniform exposures result from various bottom thicknesses and
colors of each bottle; fragment motions of the bottom carved pattern are the local shifts of partial designs caused by tilts and ﬂuctuations of liquor level under intense lighting conditions; performances of discriminative feature extractions and detections mainly
depend on imaging qualities and impurity detection frameworks.
Impurity detection problem in opaque glass bottles can also
be characterized by sampled images: ﬁrstly, both impurities have
only a few exclusive features; secondly, under the same strength
of illumination, ranges of gray images among different bottles look
unstable, because sometimes a camera may be put into a nearly
transparent bottle, while at other times it may be in a completely
dark bottle. Though lighting conditions have been improved with
stronger lights, the thicknesses of bottle bottoms vary. Therefore,
impurity detection problem in opaque glass bottles still remains
challenging.
To address this problem, a multi-frame detection framework
with a convolutional neural network is proposed to directly detect
and link object proposals in a ﬁnite number of frames, and a
sequential training method for convolutional neural networks
is additionally introduced with restricted memory. Moreover,
detection performances in different bottle colors are intuitively
analyzed through precision-recall visualization.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
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• Only one convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples simultaneously correlates and detects impurities in bottles with liquor under inadequate lighting conditions.
• A multi-frame framework based on a convolutional neural
network is applied to link predicted impurities and eliminate
background ﬂuctuations.
• Only a small dataset is far from adequate for a convolutional
neural network, but after patch balancing and combination,
the correlational dataset becomes signiﬁcantly large. To train
and evaluate the convolutional neural network with restricted
memory costs, a simple sequential training procedure is
introduced to eﬃciently address this issue.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
prior works in detection and matching are brieﬂy introduced.
In Section 3, a multi-frame detection framework based on a
convolutional neural network is proposed, and training networks
sequentially with correlational examples is detailed. Analyses
of experiments in a single frame and those in multiple frames
are independently provided, and then we quantitatively compare
multi-frame experiments with single-frame tests in Section 4. Finally, our conclusions and future works are presented in Section 5.
2. Related work
Impurity detection in transparent bottles is the closest application to our works (Section 2.1), and our researches are
mainly inspired by many ideas from object detection (Section 2.2),
since FPGAs temporarily provide image patches and relevant
information, methods based on image patches such as image
patch matching (Section 2.3) are further considered but applied
differently in our task.
2.1. Impurity detection in transparent bottles
Impurity detection in opaque glass bottles may be the ﬁrst
work in our ﬁeld since related public works have not been found.
Therefore, only the impurity detection in transparent bottles is
introduced, which mainly includes following cascade steps:
Initially, moving impurities and backgrounds are different
in a continuous image sequence. Second-order difference and
accumulative energy were applied to separate moving impurities
from backgrounds [1]. Moreover, fused image difference was
used to detect motion regions, then fuzzy c-means clustering
combined with fuzzy support vector machines divided impurities
and backgrounds [2]. Similarly, fuzzy c-means clustering combined
with least squares ﬁltering suppressed backgrounds. Next, prior
knowledge such as the area, gray values and the location of each
proposal region were considered to detect and track impurities [3].
Secondly, moving impurities should be different from bubbles.
The maximum length of a moving blob divided by its minimum
length was found as the best feature of shape classiﬁcation, then
support vector machines separated bubbles and impurities [1].
Trajectories of moving objects can also be constructed to differentiate bubbles from impurities in ampoule injections [4]. Features
including the gray, shape and position of a blob were trained with
fuzzy least squares support vector machines to classify impurities
and bubbles [3].
Additionally, feature vectors including several shape features
are generated to classify different impurities [4].
2.2. Object detection
Many object detection frameworks are applied in a single
frame, and the majority of relevant researchers focus on largescale image detection benchmarks. Mostafa Mehdipour Ghazi et al.

[5] used deep neural networks to identify plant species through
transfer learning and discovered that simpler models such as
AlexNet are easier to be ﬁne-tuned than others like GoogLeNet
and VGGNet. However, sometimes datasets are quite different
from some speciﬁc image detection tasks in special occasions, and
ﬁnetuning may not even make a network converge. For example,
real-time object detection framework, You Only Look Once (YOLO
v2) [6], has state-of-the-art performances in common object
detection benchmarks, but when applied in our task, it does not
even converge if ﬁnetuning or training it at the beginning.
Famous benchmarks facilitate the developments and applications of network architectures. Christian Szegedy et al. added 1 × 1
convolutions into the Inception module to reduce dimensions
and achieved the state-of-the-art performance with large-scale
datasets [7]. Meanwhile, even with a small number of training
data, convolutional neural networks may still perform well. Shiqi
Yu et al. applied convolutional neural networks for classiﬁcation
in hyperspectral images, and their work demonstrates that a
well-designed network can also have good generalization with few
training samples. Speciﬁcally, without max pooling layers and fully
connected layers, proper convolution kernels and larger dropout
rates are used in their network architecture. However, objects
occupy large pixel spaces in some public benchmarks such as
Imagenet [8], so a trained network naturally prefers to detect big
objects, but COCO [9] contains more tiny and occluded objects.
Small object detections might be challenging if directly using
a single convolutional neural network, and it may be due to the
following reasons: reception ﬁelds in high-level layers are quite
large, therefore, ﬁrstly, they will not encode suﬃcient informative
features if objects are too small; secondly, deeper layers may
become less representative for tiny objects when they get more
information outside the regions of interest.
On the one hand, to alleviate such problems, object detection
tasks can be divided into two steps: locations of relatively notable
target contexts and small object detections in these contexts. Junhua Sun et al. [10] proposed an automatic fault recognition system
with convolutional neural networks. Speciﬁcally, a network in the
ﬁrst stage detects region proposals of side frame keys and shaft
bolts, while a network in the second stage identiﬁes faults from
those region proposals. Regions of Interest (RoI) pooling operations
are applied to extract regions from the last convolutional feature
maps.
On the other hand, high-level feature maps can be concatenated
with both original images and low-level feature maps to preserve
small but informative features. To detect tiny faces, Chenchen Zhu
et al. [11] fused high-level feature maps and low-level ones to
generate region candidates, and concatenate candidate features
after RoI pooling operations in different layers. False positives can
be further rejected with the help of human body to detect unconvinced faces. Xiaodan Sui et al. [12] tried convolutional neural
networks to segment choroidal boundaries. Speciﬁcally, a coarsescale network is used to learn global features, and a mid-scale
network concatenates output feature maps from a model in coarse
scale and downsampled original images to get mid-level edge-cost
maps, ﬁnally, a ﬁne-scale network concatenates original image and
upsampled edge-cost maps to reﬁne high-resolution boundaries.
Sampled images may inevitably be polluted by noises in their
surroundings, which can lead to meaningless detections, and
inspection models can refuse to detect noisy samples beforehand
with convolutional neural networks. Honghan Chen et al. [13] proposed a cascaded spatial-temporal deep framework to inspect
gastrointestinal tract diseases, a convolutional neural network
ﬁrstly removes noisy contents seen from a capsule endoscopy, and
then another one classiﬁes organs in clear contents.
Features of convolutional neural networks can also assist tracking tasks. Tao He et al. [14] experimented convolutional neural
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[impurity, impurity]

Labels: [1] => Labels (One-hot): [0, 1]

[impurity, background]

Labels: [0] => Labels (One-hot): [1, 0]

[background, impurity]

Labels: [0] => Labels (One-hot): [1, 0]

[background, background]

Labels: [0] => Labels (One-hot): [1, 0]

Fig. 1. Examples in an image sequence: assuming that an image sequence contains three frames, one patch of impurity and several patches of backgrounds are extracted in
each frame (see the top left, an image patch is represented as a small square). On the left (”image”), only the impurities are augmented using rotations, and backgrounds
remain the same. Then in the middle part (“image + adversarial”), adversarial examples are generated and combined with augmented data to train models. On the right part,
impurities and backgrounds on the left part are paired and labeled to make correlational examples, and speciﬁc details are in Fig. 2. Obviously, correlational examples are
much larger than the ﬁrst two types of data, so background patches can be randomly sampled before data augmentation to alleviate this problem. Labeling for correlational
examples are different from those used for image classiﬁcation. Only the [impurity, impurity] is labeled as 1 (“impurity pair”), but [background, background], [background,
impurity], and [impurity, background] are labeled as 0 (“background pair”). And if we treat ”impurity pair” and “background pair” as two different classes, the one-hot
representations of [background, background], [background, impurity], [impurity, background], and [impurity, impurity] should be [1,0], [1,0], [1,0], and [0,1].

networks to learn cell features, and a particle ﬁlter model outputs
conﬁdences of all candidates, then the candidate with the highest
conﬁdence is treated as the cell position in the subsequent frame,
and multi-task learning enables network parameters shared to
obtain joint features among related tasks.

2.3. Image patch comparison
Siamese [15] is a network with two branches to extract image features, and contrastive loss is used to train the network.
Moreover, a similar architecture was successfully applied for
disparity map estimation in stereo visions [16,17] and person reidentiﬁcation [18–20]. However, branch architectures and their corresponding weights are shared, which means these two branches
may possibly be uniﬁed into one with tangled correlations.
Feature extractions and correlations should be separated since
they are intuitively different concepts for humans. Wei Li et al.
[21] proposed a ﬁlter pairing neural network to re-identify a
person from disjoint camera views, and the network mainly consists of three steps: extracting features of input image patches in
different camera views, matching responses of patch features and
recognizing identities. Speciﬁcally, a convolutional network ﬁrstly
crops two pedestrian images and outputs corresponding feature
maps, then patch matching layers match local patches, ﬁnally,
the network outputs two probabilities indicating whether two
pedestrian images belong to the same person.

Experiments were extended on feature correlations in different
levels. Mauricio Perez et al. [22] combined optical ﬂows and MPEG
motion vectors with static image information to achieve video
pornography detections, and further found that fusions among
extracted convolutional features and those among decisions in
separate branches outperform the ﬁne-tuned networks and models with static and dynamic information mixed before feature
extraction. Zifeng Wu et al. [20] experimented three different convolutional neural network architectures (matching local features
at the input layer, matching mid-level features at the top layer
and matching global features at the top layer) to identify human’s
cross-view gaits, and the ensemble of gait energy images and
temporal information achieves the best recognition performance,
but these network architectures have similar performances in their
datasets.
Sergey Zagoruyko et al. [23] proposed a convolutional neural
network architecture to compare image patches across images,
and experiments show that a two-channel convolutional neural
network with two streams outperforms other methods on local
image patches benchmarks. Speciﬁcally, the input of a two-channel
convolutional neural network is an image with two channels, each
of which contains an image patch to be compared, and the network outputs similarity between two image patches. As for a
two-stream network, two streams take an original image patch
pair and its central downsampled patch pair as inputs separately,
and a single stream extracts features for one patch pair. Each
network is trained using a hinge loss function with squared
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Fig. 2. Correlational examples generated with augmented data: in Fig. 1, we take
ﬁve background patches in the third frame and 15 augmented impurity patches in
all the frames as an example. Each background patch is paired with every augmented impurity patch, and the network input has two channels, where a patch in
the pair corresponds to a channel.

L2-norm regularization and evaluated by setting a similarity
distance threshold in the feature space.
Actually, those conclusions [20,22] are not conﬂicted with those
proposed in image patch comparison [23], since in image patch
comparison, their input contents lie on the same input feature
manifold. However, static input features and dynamic ones may lie
on different manifolds, therefore, even though image inputs contain diverse types of information, given the same targets, similar
high-level semantic features will be extracted with convolutional
neural networks.
In our task, a convolutional neural network classiﬁes all the
image patch proposals in a frame and simultaneously correlates
them in multiple frames. Moreover, since a two-channel convolutional neural network performs better than that in one-channel
with two feature extraction branches [23]. Therefore, instead of
using Siamese, a convolutional neural network with a two-channel
input is preferred in our application. A two-channel convolutional
neural network only learns to compare patches, but a convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples can
classify proposals, and the main purpose of our model is to classify
impurities and ﬂuctuations. Therefore, instead of hinge-based loss
using binary labels for patch matching [23], or triplet loss among
high-level feature maps [24], and then adding another redundant
output branch for classiﬁcation of patch pairs, a cross-entropy loss
is simply used, which suggests that this network can be intuitively
viewed as a classiﬁcation model with correlational constraints
from samples.
3. Multi-frame correlation and detection
Multi-frame correlation includes generating correlational examples (Section 3.1), sequentially training a convolutional neural
network with correlational examples, and applying the trained
model with proposal pairs (Section 3.2). Multi-frame Detection
contains linking patch pairs and transferring the probability shared
between two patch pairs in different frames into a binary decision
that every patch pair includes impurities or not (Section 3.3).
3.1. Correlational examples
Pairs of image patches and areas are prepared for convolutional
neural network training and evaluation (see Fig. 3). Speciﬁcally,
generation of correlational examples can be divided into two
parts: ﬁrstly, image patches and corresponding bounding box areas

are augmented to increase and balance binary samples, which is
the same as single-frame data augmentation (see the left part of
Fig. 1); secondly, a patch pair can be automatically labeled positive
when both image patches contain impurities, and a pair is labeled
as negative when at least one background patch is included. Besides, only one impurity is put into a bottle in data sampling, and
merely one complete or major part of an impurity is labeled in
the same sequence in human labeling. Moreover, pairing patches
are operated in the same sequence. Therefore, correlations among
dissimilar impurities are prevented to a large extent. In other
words, although different kinds of impurities are included in only
one impurity class, most correlations only happen in impurities
with the same identities in different frames. Speciﬁc operations
for generating correlational examples in an image sequence are
illustrated on the right part of Fig. 1 (different parts of generating
examples are separated by two green vertical solid line segments).
3.2. Sequential training
Correlational examples are generated and automatically labeled,
then they are used for supervised learning of a convolutional neural network. Speciﬁcally, back-propagation calculates the gradients
of model weights, and Adam [25] provides adaptive learning
rates to update network weights. After training, the model can
be applied in real-time image patch sequences. When models are
used to run in real time, only the image patches and their areas
are provided through FPGAs, and they are paired to output proposal pairs, which are later used as the inputs of a convolutional
neural network, as shown in Fig. 3. After the network outputs two
probabilities, thresholds Pcorr+ and Pcorr− are set to remove pairs
that may have at most an impurity.
Correlational examples become extremely large after patch
pairing. Minority most informative samples may beneﬁt the
decision boundary, but majority less informative samples learn
robust features with suﬃcient trainng data [26]. Therefore, to
train a dataset with speciﬁc bottle color, instead of active learning
or online hard negative mining, sequential training is preferable
for us with restricted computer memory. Speciﬁcally, at ﬁrst,
training datasets D are randomly shuﬄed and divided into ntrain
subsets {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dntrain }, and ntest subsets {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dntest } are
similarly obtained from test datasets D ; then training sets are
sequentially combined as

{{D1 , D2 }, {D1 , D3 }, . . . , {D1 , Dntrain },
{D2 , D3 }, {D2 , D4 }, . . . , {D2 , Dntrain },
...,

(1)

{Dntrain −1 , Dntrain }}.
where in {Di , Dj }, Di represents ith subset for training, and Dj
is jth subset for validation. Test subsets are also handled in a
similar way. Generally, sequential training can be viewed as cross
validation on the combination of partial data for training and a
subsequent part for validation.
3.3. Linking impurity sequences across frames
Image patch pairs satisfying the threshold values of a multiframe convolutional neural network are connected into several
sequences according to their maximum probabilities, and the sequence containing the most patches are preserved as an impurity
sequence, while patches in other sequences are predicted as backgrounds. For example, assuming that after setting thresholds for
outputs of the convolutional neural network, there exist ﬁve, one,
and three image patches in the ﬁrst frame, second frame, and third
frame. Image patches in neighboring frames are paired. Therefore,
ﬁve proposal pairs are in the ﬁrst two frames, while three pairs
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Max Pooling
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Max Pooling
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Max Pooling
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240
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3x3x16 / 1 3x3x16 / 1

Conv6
Conv5
3x3x16 / 1 3x3x16 / 1

Fig. 3. Applying a convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples in neighboring frames: 40 × 40 image patches (blue and yellow rectangles in the original
image) and blob areas are directly provided by FPGAs with three-frame differentiation, morphological operations, and some area thresholding rules. Then the sizes of image
patches are rescaled into 20 × 20, while blob areas are normalized to the normal distribution and limited to [0,1]. Next, all the patches between frames at current and
subsequent time steps are matched and sent to a convolutional neural network. When areas are considered as the model inputs, normalized areas are concatenated with
ﬂattened convolutional feature maps of two image patches, and the network outputs binary predictions. Besides, when preparing training data, a 80 × 80 image patches
(green and red rectangles in original images) are centrally cropped for image patch augmentation.(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

are in last two frames. In the ﬁrst two frames, a patch pair with
the maximum probability of being an impurity pair is preserved,
and only one proposal pair is left; then in the last two frames, one
with the similar maximum probability is maintained; ﬁnally, since
the patch in the second frame is connected with the remaining
patch in the ﬁrst frame and one in the third frame, these three
patches are connected into a sequence. However, in the ﬁrst frame
and the third frame, there are 15 proposal pairs, and if the chosen
patches described above in the ﬁrst frame and the third frame are
coincidentally paired with the maximum probability, then only one
predicted impurity sequence exists, otherwise, another patch may
be linked to the current sequence, or a new short sequence connects other two nodes in the ﬁrst frame and the third frame. Impurity linking operations in an image sequence are shown in Fig. 4.
Since there may exist many broken patch sequences (disconnected
impurities, background ﬂuctuations, or the mixtures) in a single
image sequence, ﬁnal decisions are further made according to the
largest number of impurities connected in an image sequence.
Although impurity trajectories should be further considered to
reﬁne detection results, no experiments are currently taken due

to the following reasons: the most important one is that lacks of
impurity locations in many frames may lead to an unstable ﬁnal
decision, and enough impurity locations obtained throughout a
sequence suggests feasible lighting conditions under which simple
detectors may be eﬃcient. Next, except for computation costs,
comprehensive analysis of impurity motions takes more memory
costs, because one patch node in a frame may link many nodes
in other frames at the same time, for example, if there exists two
different proposal nodes (p1, 1 and p1, 2 , where pi, j is jth node in
ith frame) in the ﬁrst frame, while every other frame contains
only one proposal node ( p2,1 , p3,1 , . . . , p11,1 ), at this time, two
sequences ({ p1,1 , p2,1 , . . . , p11,1 } and { p1,2 , p2,1 , . . . , p11,1 }) should
be preserved instead of one, which may take unnecessary memory
costs.
4. Experiments
To compare performances of convolutional neural networks
using correlational examples with results of single-frame models,
experiments in a single frame including support vector machines
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Table 1
Details of the impurity dataset.

Train red
Train red
Train gray
Train gray
Train black
Train black
Test red
Test red
Test gray
Test gray
Test black
Test black
Fig. 4. Impurity sequence linking: relative to an image patch in the previous frame,
a patch pair including this patch and the other one in a subsequent frame sharing
the maximum probability when a model trained with correlational examples predicts the patch pair as impurities is preserved at ﬁrst, likewise relative to an image patch in the next frame, a pair including another patch in one of the previous
frames with the maximum probability is retained. In some occasions, if proposals
include two ends of a ﬁber in the ﬁrst frame, and a proposal connects to an end
of the ﬁber, but another proposal in a frame at many time steps later might link to
the other end of the ﬁber, at this time an impurity sequence will be deformed into
a circle.

trained with histograms of oriented gradients [27,28], convolutional neural networks trained with augmented data [29] and
convolutional neural networks trained with adversarial examples
[30] are taken and can be regarded as prior works. Moreover, all
the convolutional neural networks based on image patches have
the same architecture except their inputs.
Datasets are introduced at ﬁrst (Section 4.1), then since network inputs in a single frame and those in multiple frames are
different, separate test data are used to evaluate single-frame
models (Section 4.2) and networks trained with correlational
examples (Section 4.3), ﬁnally, all the experiment comparisons are
taken in uniﬁed evaluations (Section 4.4).
As for convolutional neural networks trained with augmented
data, adversarial examples combined with augmented data, and
correlational examples are simply annotated as “image”, “image
+ adversarial”, and “correlation” (see Fig. 1). “area” means the
model has the area property of a potential impurity proposal as
an additional network input. Speciﬁcally, networks trained with
augmented data, models with area inputs, networks using adversarial examples combined with augmented data, region-based
object detection methods, and their implementation details are
respectively introduced in A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4 and Appendix B.
Additionally, experiments are evaluated in different bottle
colors. On the one hand, provided bottles are already packed
according to their colors, so impurities in bottles with the same
color will be simultaneously detected; on the other hand, exposure parameters of a camera vary widely when facing bottles
with different colors, and they have large inﬂuences on sampled
images. Moreover, even with the same color such as gray, lighting
conditions always change. Therefore, in order to stabilize detection
performances, temporarily a single network is chosen for each
bottle color. Some examples of detection results with each method
in different bottle colors are shown from Fig. B.9, B.10, B.11, B.12,
B.13, B.14, B.15, B.16,B.17,B.18,B.19 ,B.20.
4.1. Dataset descriptions
Images and bounding boxes in red, gray and black bottles are
included in our datasets. Speciﬁcally, we put only one impurity
into each bottle to ease image labeling for correlation experiments. Then, 12 frames in each bottle from the FPGA are sampled
as an image sequence, and bounding boxes of potential impurity
proposals are also recorded after simple preprocessing with FPGAs

Class

# sequences

# patches

# augmented patches

pos
neg
pos
neg
pos
neg
pos
neg
pos
neg
pos
neg

874
874
918
918
450
450
274
274
300
300
150
150

3623
35,168
1533
49,828
1565
36,407
1319
11,592
522
8174
525
12,148

72,460
70,336
45,990
49,828
37,560
36,407
11,871
11,592
8713
8174
12,600
12,148

# means the number of items.

using three-frame differentiation, morphological operations, and
some area thresholding rules. Generally, image sequences used
for training and test are separately sampled, because regardless
of how eﬃcient the proposal selection method works, negative
proposals (background ﬂuctuations) are usually more than positive
ones (impurities) in each frame, and when training sets and test
sets are both from the same datasets, data balancing merely
balances sample numbers of impurities and backgrounds, but the
diversity of sampled impurities still remains much lower than that
of backgrounds, which means data distributions in impurities for
training and those for test become so similar that overﬁtting may
not be easily observed when networks predict impurities in test
sets. Details of the impurity datasets are listed in Table 1.
Impurities prepared for the impurity datasets include plugs,
plastics, ribbons, ﬁbers, and cotton, but in this task, we merge
them as an impurity class.
Similar to outputs of the region proposal network in [10],
which non-maximum suppression [27] removes heavily overlapped
regions before fault classiﬁcation, non-maximum suppression is
applied to remove redundant proposals before detection due to the
following reasons: ﬁrstly, handling excessive image pairs increases
additional computation costs; secondly, when an actuator rotates
captured bottle at certain speed range, impurities move more
emphatically than any other interference objects; thirdly, to ensure
transmission speeds, sampling intervals of uncompressed image
patches are much larger than those in common video analysis.
Therefore, motions of impurities should be more drastic than those
of background ﬂuctuations, and most of the time after appropriate
image preprocessing operations, few tiny ﬂuctuation blobs exist
nearby true impurity blobs (see from Fig. B.15 to Fig. B.20). At this
time, differing from common non-maximum suppression method
operated after detection, it prefers proposals with larger areas
of blobs before detection when proposal sizes remain constant.
Besides, in real-time applications, non-maximum suppression has
already been executed in each FPGA board, but when creating
datasets, patches are sampled without non-maximum suppression.
Therefore, the diversity of negatives samples in impurity datasets
is preserved.
Datasets prepared for training and test follow the same rules:
both datasets are augmented to balance positive and negative
examples. To train a classiﬁcation model, in single-frame experiments, training datasets are randomly split into two parts (one
part for training and the other for validation), while in multi-frame
experiments, the training part is divided into several parts and
follows sequential training rules.
4.2. Evaluations of single-frame experiments
Single-frame impurity classiﬁcation after simple proposal localization is ﬁrstly evaluated on test datasets. Several methods
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Fig. 5. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves in single-frame classiﬁcation, where
solid, dotted and dashed lines represent performances in red, gray and black bottles,
respectively.(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

including histograms of oriented gradients, typical convolutional
neural networks, convolutional neural networks with area inputs,
convolutional neural networks trained with adversarial examples
(combined with augmented data) are evaluated on impurity
datasets in different bottle colors, as shown in Fig. 5.
Compared with traditional feature extraction methods such
as histograms of oriented gradients, features generated with
convolutional neural networks are signiﬁcantly better. Also, using
manually designed features, superior performances in red to results in other colors suggest that bottle colors have great impacts
on impurity detection, and performances in gray and those in
black are equally poor.
Relatively, convolutional neural networks perform similarly in
different bottle colors, but results in red and gray are slightly
better than those in black, and they are also close to each other.
Besides, models with area inputs outperform those trained with
adversarial examples and augmented data.
4.3. Evaluations of multi-frame experiments
Multi-frame impurity detections are similar to single-frame
counterparts except that network inputs have two channels, and
evaluations on training sets and test sets are illustrated in Fig. 6.
As a result, an area pair added as another input of the network
trained with correlational examples slightly improves the detection
performance in every bottle color.
4.4. Uniﬁed evaluations
A complete image that FPGAs output proposals including truly
visible impurities is used as the input of each framework. Such
considerations are based on the following reasons: ﬁrstly, during
the image sampling, we put an impurity into every bottle, but
sometimes under poor illuminations, invisible impurities can
not be labeled by humans; secondly, proposals in the two-stage
framework are restricted to simple computer vision techniques
our FPGAs currently apply, and it can almost ﬁnd all the visible
impurities with additional background proposals in red bottles,
but it is impossible to crop all the impurity proposals in gray
bottles and black bottles, however, single-frame experiments and
multi-frame experiments can always be fairly compared in our
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Fig. 6. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves in multi-frame correlation, where
solid, dotted and dashed lines represent detection performances in red, gray and
black bottles, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

two-stage framework if provided proposals in the ﬁrst stage are
the same; thirdly, end-to-end detectors are trained to detect
visible impurities that humans can label, so they are suﬃcient
to ﬁnd the labeled impurity proposals that FPGAs output, but
when end-to-end detectors produce ambiguous or invisible results
that FPGAs do not provide, humans also can not always judge
their correctness with enough conﬁdences. Therefore, to reduce
the evaluation uncertainties to the largest extent, uniﬁed evaluations are compared under the same dataset that contains visible
impurities that FPGAs can ﬁnd, instead of the whole dataset.
Single-frame and multi-frame experiments are evaluated on
different training sets and test sets. Potential impurity proposals
are already recorded through FPGAs and are labeled by humans
instead of predicting bounding boxes in a whole image, then when
a provided proposal is detected as an impurity, its probability is
set as 1, otherwise, it becomes 0. However, object proposals are
directly predicted in a whole image with mainstream detectors
such as Faster R-CNN [31] and SSD [32], and they only represent
impurities. In other words, impurities and backgrounds are treated
as two different classes (”impurity” and ”background”) in singleframe experiments and multi-frame tests, but there is only one
class (”impurity”) in predictions of mainstream detectors.
To compare common object detectors with our models, using
the same dataset that FPGAs output proposals which include true
impurities, all the networks based on image patches are evaluated with the same rules applied to the mainstream detectors.
Speciﬁcally, common object detectors output no negative predictions, therefore, when they detect an impurity in a frame, the true
bounding box btrue corresponding to the labeled impurity is always
recorded as 1, and an output bounding box bpred is predicted as
1 or 0 (IoU(bpred , btrue ) > 0.2, the output label is 1, otherwise, it
becomes 0); when they detect no labeled impurities in one frame,
a fake bounding box located at a true impurity is predicted as 0,
while the true bounding box is recorded as 1.
Single-frame detection results of precisions and recalls in red
bottles (red dots in Fig. 7) are acceptable, but most of precisions
and recalls when detecting impurities in gray bottles (green dots
in Fig. 7) are worse than those in red bottles, and recalls are
terrible for detection in black bottles (blue dots in Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. A scatter plot with precisions and recalls shows uniﬁed evaluations. Speciﬁcally, red, green and blue dots represent results in red, gray and black bottles, and
abbreviations are presented for each method: in single-frame occasions, ”I”s are convolutional neural networks trained with augmented data without areas, ”I + AREA”s are
networks trained with augmented data with area inputs, and ”I + ADV”s indicate networks trained with adversarial examples and augmented data without areas; while in
multi-frame occasions, ”C”s are networks trained with correlational examples without areas, and ”C + AREA”s represent networks trained with correlational examples with
area inputs. Datasets used in training and test are respectively represented with black and blue text colors.(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Precisions and recalls on training datasets.

Faster r-cnn
ssd
Image
Image + Adversarial
Correlation
Correlation + Area
Image +Area
ssd
Faster r-cnn
Correlation + Area
Image + Adversarial
Image
Image + Area
Correlation
Image + Adversarial
Image
Correlation
ssd
Faster r-cnn
Correlation + Area
Image + Area

Table 3
Precisions and recalls on test datasets.

Bottle color

Train/test

Precision

Recall

f1 score

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train

92.82
93.36
96.40
96.58
98.07
96.58
93.79
62.43
73.98
80.18
86.38
82.16
76.01
91.98
94.31
91.52
94.66
83.26
87.69
91.05
85.38

90.68
91.02
88.50
90.69
93.06
95.05
98.61
81.67
78.26
73.22
78.22
82.90
93.19
88.88
60.67
62.40
71.36
85.58
83.27
83.31
91.03

91.73
92.17
92.28
93.54
95.50
95.81
96.14
70.77
76.06
76.54
82.10
82.53
83.72
90.40
73.84
74.21
81.38
84.40
85.42
87.01
88.11

Convolutional neural networks with area inputs (“image +
area”) perform the best in recall, and convolutional neural networks trained with correlational examples (“correlation”) have
the highest precisions in training sets and the test set of red
bottles, while precisions of models trained with adversarial examples combined with augmented data (“image + adversarial”) are
highest in precision in test sets of gray bottles and black bottles.
Except for the f1 score in the training set of gray bottles, all the
models superior in f1 scores have additional area inputs, as shown
in Tables 2 and 3.
Performance evaluations may be complicated if directly comparing numbers in different bottles. Therefore, for each method in
training or test, the ratio of image sequences in each bottle color

ssd
Image + Adversarial
Image
Faster r-cnn
Correlation
Image + Area
Correlation + area
ssd
Faster r-cnn
Correlation + Area
Image + Adversarial
Image
Correlation
Image + Area
ssd
Faster r-cnn
Image + Adversarial
Correlation
Image
Correlation + Area
Image + Area

Bottle color

Train/Test

Precision

Recall

f1 score

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

84.44
94.74
93.73
89.62
96.10
91.37
94.84
61.53
84.23
83.99
93.92
91.05
89.19
83.76
61.33
74.32
92.92
85.71
90.21
82.76
86.06

88.15
85.41
87.14
93.88
89.14
97.29
93.94
77.67
73.56
85.45
77.87
82.17
85.10
90.78
63.72
66.46
51.47
62.50
62.92
76.19
85.24

86.26
89.83
90.31
91.70
92.49
94.24
94.39
68.66
78.53
84.68
85.15
86.38
87.10
87.13
62.50
70.17
66.25
72.29
74.14
79.34
85.65

to those in all the colors is used to calculate the weighted mean of
each measure (precision, recall, or f1 score), as shown in Table 4.
Area inputs have large impacts on convolutional neural networks trained with augmented data in all the bottles and convolutional neural networks trained with correlational examples in red
bottles and black bottles, but areas seem uncommon in most of
other public datasets and are correlated with object motions (blob
areas come from three-frame differentiation). If the model inputs
are limited to a single frame, then convolutional neural networks
trained with correlational examples (“correlation”) perform better
than traditional networks trained with augmented data (“image”)
and common object detectors (“aster r-cnn” and “ssd”) in f1 score,
as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4
Average precisions and average recalls on impurity datasets.

ssd
Faster r-cnn
Image
Image + Adversarial
Correlation + Area
Image + Area
Correlation
ssd
fFaster r-cnn
Image + Adversarial
Image
Correlation
Correlation + Area
Image + Area

Train/Test

Precision

Recall

f1 score

Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Train
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
test

78.67
84.08
89.59
91.95
88.75
84.82
94.89
70.16
84.22
94.02
91.89
91.08
87.82
87.12

86.10
84.11
80.97
79.56
83.76
94.87
86.99
78.75
79.78
75.25
80.06
81.95
86.74
92.10

81.85
84.05
84.66
84.90
86.15
89.45
90.58
74.04
81.78
83.01
85.33
86.07
87.25
89.51

A multi-frame detection framework runs fast in our speciﬁc
application, because the rebuilt model capacity ﬁts the data scale
just ﬁne, and non-maximum suppression before detection signiﬁcantly decreases input data to the framework. Speciﬁcally, overall
detection speeds of a convolutional neural network trained with
correlational examples under different illuminations range from 2
to 13 bottles per second (using a single GTX 1080), and they have
exceeded the rolling speed of rotating a bottle (around 2 bottles
per second).
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(40 × 40) are received through sockets from FPGAs. Such an ironic
decision has following reasons: ﬁrstly, self-made image capture
boards are unable to transmit images in real time (around 5 fps
for a 480 × 480 gray image), because output images processed
by FPGAs are currently uncompressed; secondly, FPGAs can also
do some easy works such as proposal selection to lighten a little
burden for the server, speciﬁcally, in every FPGA, each frame is
preprocessed with differentiation among three frames and basic
morphological operations for extracting and localizing region
proposals; thirdly, proposal selections can also be preprocessed
on a server, but temporarily no specialized cameras that can be
directly put into a small bottle are available on market.
Constant proposal size is preferred in our application, since proposals are initially provided after morphological operations, some
large impurities may be cut into several small pieces, even centers
of proposals may not roughly coincide with those of true impurities; impurity size also varies, but comparing with background
ﬂuctuations, features of impurities remain much simpler than
those of backgrounds. In other words, preprocessing methods may
inevitably destroy the overall features of impurities, and resizing
ﬂuctuation examples may ruin the original feature distributions of
negative examples. Therefore, to preserve true data distributions
of backgrounds, image patch scaling is forbidden in proposal
extraction. Since the input dimension of a convolutional neural
network is ﬁxed, we empirically choose 40 × 40 image patches.
A1. Convolutional neural networks for impurity detection

5. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we propose a multi-frame detection framework
to ﬁnd impurities in opaque glass bottles with liquor using a
convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples.
It classiﬁes and correlates image patch proposals between frames
in current and subsequent time steps, and then selectively links
them together to get a predicted sequence of impurity patches.
Extensive experiments on the impurity datasets demonstrate that
convolutional neural networks trained with correlational examples
perform better than traditional models independently applied in a
single frame.
Recorded proposals from FPGAs are labeled and evaluated in
our two-stage framework, which eliminates many images with
impurities that are hard to detect under challenging illuminations,
so it actually reduces the detection diﬃculties. However, such
task remains challenging when some impurities are invisible or
ambiguous. Compared to end-to-end object detection methods,
the proposal generation stage in our framework using FPGAs will
be replaced with more ﬂexible modules. Meanwhile, lightning
conditions should be more adaptive to bottle thicknesses, we
will further improve lightning conditions until all the common
impurities in their bottles can be conﬁdently labeled by humans
and integrate our methods into multi-frame baseline frameworks
for better comparisons.
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Appendix A. Single-frame detection
It will be the best option if objects are directly detected with
convolutional neural networks in a whole image. However, instead
of transmitting a complete image, chosen patches in small size

Overfeat [33] is a multi-scale object detection framework with
sliding window search, and computation costs are high when
scanning each frame completely. However, Overfeat treats detection as classiﬁcation in a spatial manner, and if we select detected
areas with proposal priors, small impurities become relatively
larger in these areas compared with the same impurities in a
whole image. Therefore, in our application, proposal locations will
be readily determined by prior information instead of directly
predicting bounding box coordinates in an image.
As with other convolutional neural networks, one applied for
single-frame impurity detection consists of convolutional layers
and fully connected layers, which is the same as models trained
with correlational examples except for its one-channel input. After
small proposals are localized, detection degenerates into classiﬁcation, and it basically has two beneﬁts: ﬁrstly, in most cases, central
locations of image patches happen to be close to those of potential impurities, so data augmentation can be simpliﬁed without
translation; secondly, even under the constant illumination, local
lighting conditions vary according to the thickness distributions of
bottle bottoms and painting qualities, so suﬃcient samples in various illuminations have naturally been provided; thirdly, assuming
that inﬂuence factors mentioned above can be controlled, the network input dimensions might be slightly reduced, which quickens
the forward propagation, and translation invariance may not be
necessarily learned to obtain high-level semantic information.
One-hot outputs of a convolutional neural network contain two
nodes that are respectively responsible for predicting impurities
and background ﬂuctuations. Therefore, two relevant thresholds
Pimg+ and Pimg− are set to remove potential background ﬂuctuations, and we simply use cross-entropy loss functions in binary
case:

yˆi = f (xi , θ ),
L(x, y, θ ) = −

n


yi logyˆi + (1 − yi )log(1 − yˆi ).

(A.1)

i=1

where L is the loss function of a network, x is the model input,
y is the true model output, θ contains model weights, n is the
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Fig. A.8. Adversarial examples with pertubations in different magnitude:  values used in this ﬁgure include 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.125, since effects of pertubations can be
viewed easily with large magnitudes. Speciﬁcally, subﬁgures from left to right represent examples of ﬂuctuations and impurities in red bottles, gray bottles, and black
bottles, respectively.(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

number of training samples, f represents the forward computation,
and its output yˆ is the model prediction.

A2. Convolutional neural networks with object size
Input images must be resized in all the convolutional neural
networks for object detections. However, sometimes size is an
essential ability to humans, for example, we can easily distinguish
planes and toy planes. But vision-only networks may not perform
well in this aspect, and even a toy plane can become signiﬁcantly
large in an image if it locates close to a camera. Fortunately,
because of our mechanical design, the distance between a camera
and its detected bottle is roughly constant. Therefore, unlike other
large-scale benchmarks, the inﬂuence of object size on convolutional neural networks can be evaluated on our impurity datasets.
Here, we further analyze inﬂuences to single-frame detection
models when object sizes are considered.
Area of a bounding box (a cyan rectangle in the ﬁrst image in
Fig. 3) is approximately deﬁned as a proposal size in the impurity detection. After the highest-level convolutional feature maps
are vectorized with the ﬂattening operation, area input, a onedimensional vector (two-dimensional if used in a convolutional
network trained with correlational examples), is normalized and
connected with the ﬂattened vector.

A3. Convolutional neural networks with adversarial examples
Deep convolutional neural networks are vulnerable to adversarial examples due to the model linearity in high-dimensional
feature spaces [34], therefore, a convolutional neural network
trained with adversarial examples combined with augmented data
is developed to improve detection performances of ambiguous
impurities in a single frame.
Adversarial examples are generated using fast gradient sign
method [30]. Given a model parameterized with θ , a slightly
perturbed image patch x˜ as a model input and its corresponding
label y as a model output, a perturbed adversarial loss function L˜
should be minimized:

L˜ (x, y, θ ) =

m
1 
L(x˜, y, θ )
m
k=1

m
1 
=
L(x +  sign(∇x L(x, y, θ )), y, θ ).
m

(A.2)

k=1

where  is the max-norm box, and m is the total number of
pertubations. In this paper, pertubations constrained with different maximum norm are used, as shown in Fig. A.8, because
the magnitudes of changes in high-level features are unknown,
and adversarial examples with hierarchical max-norm boxes can
expand more continuous manifolds.

Fig. B.9. Detection results of Faster R-CNN in red bottles: red rectangles represent locations of detected impurities and the corresponding blue text boxes above provide
probabilities of impurity classiﬁcation. Faster R-CNN performs impressive in red bottles except for some detection errors on the bottle bottom in the fourth image sequence.
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A4. Faster R-CNN and SSD
As for Faster R-CNN [31], on the last convolutional layer,
region proposals are generated by anchor boxes with different
scales and aspect ratios using small sliding windows, while object
classiﬁcations and bounding box regressions are predicted with
fully-connected layers, given low-dimensional inputs mapped
from convolutional feature maps in the window. Besides, a region
proposal network and a detector network are alternately trained.
Different from Faster R-CNN, bounding box offsets of SSD
[32] are relative to the default boxes located in each feature
map, and object classiﬁcations are predicted for each default box,
which is similar to anchor boxes in Faster R-CNN but applied on
multi-scale feature maps.
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Appendix B. Implementation details
B1. Faster R-CNN and SSD
Feature maps of convolutional neural network are extracted
from ZF-net [35], and four scales (16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, and
128 × 128) are applied to anchors, while other settings remain the
same in [31]. To make Faster R-CNN performs the state-of-the-art
in our datasets, we adjust threshold values in bottles of red, gray,
and black to 0.8, 0.6, and 0.2, respectively.
SSD removes proposal generation and feature map sampling
using sliding windows, but its manually designed default boxes in
feature maps of different resolutions lead to longer training time
(more than a day in SSD with two GTX 1080 cards compared with

Fig. B.10. Detection results of Faster R-CNN in gray bottles: impurities on the bottle bottom can be detected if they are visible in the dark bottle, and it is natural that
detectors can not detect impurities in the fourth image sequence.

Fig. B.11. Detection results of Faster R-CNN in black bottles: sometimes it may not detect indistinct impurities with high conﬁdences if motions are not considered in the
fourth image sequence.

Fig. B.12. Detection results of SSD in red bottles: orange rectangles represent locations of detected impurities and the corresponding orange text boxes above provide
probabilities of impurity classiﬁcation. SSD performs well in red bottles except for some missed detections in the third image sequence.(For interpretation of the references
to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. B.13. Detection results of SSD in gray bottles: small nonopaque blocks in the dark bottle bottom can not be detected in the fourth image sequence.

Fig. B.14. Detection results of SSD in black bottles: small nonopaque blocks moving around the bottle wall can not be detected in the fourth image sequence.

Fig. B.15. Detection results of a single-frame convolutional neural network with an area input in red bottles: red and blue rectangles are proposals from FPGAs after nonmaximum suppression and those with human labels, respectively, while green numbers above rectangles suggest detected impurities and represent binary probabilities of
single-frame networks.(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. B.16. Detection results of a single-frame convolutional neural network with an area input in gray bottles: impurities can still be detected with single-frame convolutional
networks in the fourth image sequence.
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Fig. B.17. Detection results of a single-frame convolutional neural network with an area input in black bottles: sometimes impurities can also be easily detected with models
in a single frame in the fourth image sequence.

Fig. B.18. Detection results of a convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples in red bottles: rectangles are proposals similar to annotations in Fig. B.15,
but green numbers above rectangles record lengths of impurity sequences.(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. B.19. Detection results of a convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples in gray bottles: impurities can still be detected even under extremely
inadequate lighting conditions (the fourth image sequence).

a quarter of a day in Faster R-CNN using the same single card).
Besides, to ensure the network converge, the learning rate at the
beginning is changed into 0.0 0 01.
In the available code, the scale of the lowest layer (smin ) and
that of the highest layer (smax ) are respectively 0.2 and 0.9, but
smin seems too large for small objects and is modiﬁed to 0.03. As
a result, locations of small objects are accurate most of the time.
At this time, their corresponding probabilities are quite small,
and trained SSD can not detect many small objects with the
default probability threshold (0.6) in [32]. Therefore, to make SSD
have the state-of-the-art performances in our datasets, threshold
values in bottles of red, gray, and black after careful modiﬁcations
are respectively 0.3, 0.2, and 0.15.

B2. Single-frame and multi-frame models
All the methods in a single frame and those in multiple frames
are implemented based on the Tensorﬂow framework [36]. Both
the single-frame convolutional neural network and the multiframe model share the same architecture except their inputs,
which respectively take an image patch with its area and an image
patch pair with its area counterparts as the inputs, but weights of
all models are trained independently from scratch.
Areas have to be normalized before putting into networks,
and typically the range of normalized values belongs to [0,1].
Statistically, means and standard deviations in red, gray and black
bottles are (58,179), (52,177) and (33, 129 ), respectively.
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Fig. B.20. Detection results of a convolutional neural network trained with correlational examples in black bottles: impurities in the same frame might be linked together
due to similarities inside the deﬁned impurity class in the second image sequence.

Random split ratios between training sets and validation sets
are 0.7: 0.3, and test sets remain complete to prepare a singleframe dataset, while we set ntrain = 8 and ntest = 1 to prepare
each multi-frame dataset. Besides, bounding box areas are simply
copied in data augmentation.
Thresholds Pimg+ and Pimg− for network outputs are empirically conﬁgured as 0.9 and 0.15 in single-frame detection, while
in multi-frame tasks, similar thresholds Pcorr+ and Pcorr− are
respectively ﬁxed as 0.85 and 0.15.
Networks using correlational examples take much longer
training time than single-frame networks because of different
dataset sizes. Therefore, numbers of epochs in convolutional neural networks trained with correlational examples and single-frame
convolutional neural networks are set as 8 and 80. Additionally,
the batch size used for training is constantly set as 10 0 0.
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